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EXERCISE 1

1. With reference to a generic control system
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Give the definition of sensitivity function of the system, explaining its use.

2. Suppose that the loop transfer function L has the Bode plot of the magnitude as shown in the figure:

Sketch the asymptotic Bode plot of the magnitude of the sensitivity function.

the sensitivi ty function is defend as :

sina.IT
It is the Transfer function freni a disturbano to

the output in a chesul loop Central suskin.

We can rely on the apmoxinatian ?
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3. Consider a disturbance d(t) = sin(0.3t). Compute the factor by which the disturbance is attenuated.

Theafee it is enougtn to draw the simmetrico

I ILI inutil we and the
remaining part of the

plot is the 0 dB axis :
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Far w= 0.3 rad the amplitude of § is - 40dB
,T

which comesponds to 0.01
.

theatre the alternative factor is 100 ( the effect
of the disturbano on the output is alternate 4g
a factor 100)

.



EXERCISE 2

1. Explain what is intended with logic control and what is the role of a PLC in an automation system.

2. Consider now an automatic irrigation system. Pressing a button START the automatic irrigation

system is activated for one hour. After such time interval, the pump of the irrigation system turns

o↵ and for 24 hours pressing the button START cannot activate the irrigation system. Program the

system with a Ladder Diagram code.

The logic control is the central of segue aces of

action, that meed to be e-eented iuhen tisane by
events and in the correct Onder

.

A Pvefnannable Logic Cantarella is a device that reeeiues

as an input sone legio vaiahles aral con Le programma
to output othee legio Variables.

We can Use as an input ueniahle start, as an output

a Variable Irno
.

,
tuo timer s

,

and also an internalVariableto sive consensus to the Imigation :

Pressing start lately start ti TZ Cons
.

the Variable cous / I (c)

As Cars is True
,
the

cens +1 Irmafiust timer Counts and
i ( )the irrigazioni system

is active
.

Ti

18
the fist time T1

tristis the Meed are T2

28

TZ Cons
the Second timer

aumlatclres the cous
Variable

.



3. Explain what is the meaning of the following symbol in a Ladder Diagram code:

4. Consider now a digital network with bus architecture: describe two possible ways to handle the

access to the bus among the various agents.

This symbol is a positive edge detection contee ?
It choses for a single Cycle iuhen the associated
Variable ctranges from 0 te 1

.

C.sua /Cd ( the are und by Ethernet) :

any mode con attenpt to transcutanea the Channel
,

-

- Collisione con Ocean and thou the Sender can

tryafaim
Taken bus

- Only the mode that has a special code (token)
can use the Channel

- the taken is passed away the modes.



EXERCISE 3

1. Consider the following robot manipulator with 3 joints (rotational, prismatic and prismatic):
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Find the expression of the direct kinematics of the robot, in terms of the position coordinates of the

end e↵ector with respect to the joint variables #1, d2, and d3.

We can vemesent the robot with a projection ou

plena (Nago) 14.

da •
P

poi Jace

Clearly : p, = dice> (a)

Py= drsim (a)

By locking agaim at the 3D sketch :

Pz = dia da



2. Write the expression of the Jacobian of this manipulator.

3. Characterize the singularities of this manipulator.

the Jacehicm takes this expression :

] = -9¥ ¥
, 9¥ -da Simla) costa ) o

[È :# = 'a) si.ca) o
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the determinante of the Jadran is :

det (3)= - da Siri (a) _ di cos' (a) = - da

It is lfeal to Zero if and ouly if de= 0.

theodore the •nly Singularity is intende-0
,

i. l
.
the end effect is on the axis of the Fist

joint
.


